It is the mission of the Pioneer Union Elementary School District to provide for the educational needs, both academic and social, and to enhance and improve educational opportunities for community members of all ages.

**ASP ROUTE**

1st trip
Hidden Springs..................4:35
Ermarie..........................4:37
Church across from Ermarie..4:37
Sugarpine.......................4:40

2nd trip
Pine Ridge.........................5:09
Oro-Quincy @ lower Bald Rock.. 5:10
Lake Madrone.......................5:15
Oro-Quincy @ upper Bald Rock...5:30
2588 Bald Rock....................5:35
Ron Road..........................5:45

**TIMES ARE ONLY AN APPROXIMATION!!!!**
**TIMES WILL VARY DAILY DEPENDING ON ATTENDANCE!!!!!**
**BE PREPARED TO BE AT BUS STOP AS EARLY AS 10 MINUTES AFTER CHILD IS RELEASED FROM SCHOOL.**
**BUS WILL NOT WAIT.**
**IF NO ONE IS AT BUS STOP TO PICK UP CHILD THEY WILL BE BROUGHT BACK TO SCHOOL**
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